Have you ever tried to get a phone number for AOL support? I could not find it anywhere within the help section. So, I did a search for an AOL phone number, and hit a bonanza. (To see the bonanza of AOL phone numbers go to the bottom of this page) So, I called my first AOL support number 1-888-346-3704 for Windows. They could not help me because the problem had something to do with DSL. I called the AOL phone number, 1-888-346-3704. Since I had DSL problem, the AOL support person could not help me but did give me the apparently secret AOL support number for DSL, 888-849-3200. But, the new person at that number, before helping me correct the problem I called about, told me to call Gateway, my computer manufacturer because it was their machine that was not letting me download Java Technology. I explained that I did not care about Java Technology at the moment and that I was having the same problem on two computers, one which was not a Gateway computer. He told me to call a number (1-800-846 8990) which turned out to be a Gateway phone number that was not useful unless I had a pin number.
So, I called back to 888-849-3200. This time I got a more sympathetic women. She checked my phone lone, got back to me and explained that she was only an associate technician and that her department did not work on the problem I had because it involved a home network. This made sense to me because the problem only began after I had installed AOL's Actintec Router. She told me to call 866-265-6670, the AOL technical home network experts. That was about 2:30 PM. It is now 6:17 PM. I am listening to terrible music and a guy that interrupts about every 30 seconds to tell me the music I am listening to "while your holding for the next available consultant the music you will hear is brought to you by Warner Music Group. Look for his great music and more at keyword AOL: Music." After hearing this about 100 times I can assure AOL I will NEVER go to the AOL keyword: Music.
It is now 6:48 PM, I have done a few other things and will soon go down to dinner. So far, I have a very bad feeling about the money AOL has invested in the AOL technical home network experts at 866-256-6670.
It is now 7:47 PM. Dinner is done, and so am I. I want to thank AOL at this time for several hours of music and several hundred commercials for the Warner Music Group. Perhaps you will actually have someone able to answer the phone tomorrow.
Before going to bed I decided to see if I could send an email to AOL support. I was unable to find a support email address on AOL or using the AOL search engine. I also decided to try one more phone call. I was not surprised to hear "while your holding for the next available consultant the music you will hear is brought to you by Warner Music Group. Look for his great music and more at keyword AOL: Music." It was now 9:14 PM I only waited 8 minutes and hung up. The music was getting to me as much as the repeated advertisement.
About 10:45 PM I remembered that I had lots of email letters from AOL today. All thanking me for calling Technical Support and following up with a letter for future reference. While there was nothing helpful in the followup letter, there was an email address, AOLPhoneTech. I decided to write to this address with my problem.
It is now a day later. I turned on my computer and I did have a reply from AOLPhoneTech. It was a warm friendly note telling me to call one of the following numbers :
DSL Tech: 888-418-5320 
Cable Member Payment: 888-418-1447 
DSL Member Payment: 888-418-1258 
Cable Tech: 888-418-9609 

When it came time to make my first phone call I decided to call Actiontec at 1-888-436 0657. They are the company that built the router I bought through AOL. I called about 4:27 PM and was talking to someone one minute later. WOW! The guy I talked to was David (I will not reveal his last name because I want to save it for myself). By 5:10 my problems on both computers were solved. While I cannot 


